
Face 2 Face Advanced English Language Course 
Additional vocabulary 

Follow the link and listen to the programme  

Teenager blinded by chips and junk food diet: https://youtu.be/z4fdpy3zsPc 

Vocabulary 

Complete the vocabulary list using the language from the programme 

Go off                                 - (of food or drink) become inedible. 

- (of a gun or bomb) fire or explode. 

Edible                                 - fit to be eaten.  Inedible- unfit to be eaten 

Go bad                               - (of food or drink) become inedible 

Severe                                - (of something bad or undesirable) very great, intense. 

- strict or harsh. 

Fussy                                  - fastidious about one's needs or requirements; hard to please- choosy; picky. 

Fastidious                          - very attentive to and concerned about accuracy. 

Go blind                             - become blind. 

Go bald                              - become bald; lose your hair. 

Go deaf                              - become deaf. 

Deaf                                    - lacking the power of hearing or having impaired hearing. 

Impaired                            - having a disability of a specified kind. 

Deficiency                         - not having enough of something. 

Sufficiency                        - having enough of something. 

Malnutrition                     - lack of proper nutrition. 

Journal                                - a newspaper or magazine that deals with a particular subject. 

-  a daily record of news and events of a personal nature; a diary. 

Diet                                    - the kinds of food that a person, animal, or community habitually eats. 

- a special course of food to which a person restricts themselves, either to lose 

weight or for medical reasons. 

Chips                                  - freshly cooked potatoes (BrE); french fries (AmE). 

Crisps                                 - ready-made potatoes you can buy in packages 

Caregiver                           - a family member or paid helper who regularly looks after a child or a sick,    

elderly, or disabled person. 

https://youtu.be/z4fdpy3zsPc


Face 2 Face Advanced English Language Course 
Additional vocabulary 

Follow the link and listen to the programme  

Teen nearly dies from vaping: https://youtu.be/YSo-CbsQTZU 

Vocabulary 

Complete the vocabulary list using the language from the programme 

Trigger                               - cause something to happen or exist. 

- a small device that sets off a mechanism, especially in order to fire a gun. 

Set off                                - to start or activate. 

Vaping                                -  using electronic devices for smoking. 

To vape                               - to use electronic devices for smoking. 

Vapour                                -  gas-like substance usually resulting from heating water. 

Vaper                                   - a person who vapes. 

Peril                                      - danger; risk; jeopardy. 

                                              - to expose to danger 

Jeopardy____________- danger of loss, harm, or failure. 

At your peril_________ -at your own risk. 

Risk-free                            - freee from risk; safe. 

Take up                               - to begin or start doing something (running, drawing, language lessons..). 

Give up                                - cease making an effort; admit defeat; quit. 

Give in                              - to accept that you have been defeated and agree to stop competing or fighting. 

- to finally agree to what someone wants, after refusing for a period of time. 

- cease fighting or arguing; admit defeat. 

Ditch                                   - to get rid of or to give up something. 

- a narrow channel dug at the side of a field or a road. 

Urge                                   - a strong desire or impulse. 

- to try earnestly or persistently to persuade (someone) to do something. 

Issue                                   - an important topic or problem for debate or discussion. 

Frivolous                            - not having any serious purpose or value. 

- (of a person) carefree and superficial. 

- light-hearted; giddy; silly; foolish 

https://youtu.be/YSo-CbsQTZU

